1998(S) Mercedes-Benz SL Series
SL320 Beautiful Low Mileage cherished
Example and one for the Collection

£17,900
OVERVIEW
Registered

1998(S)

Fuel Type

Petrol

Engine Size

3.2 l

Transmission

Automatic

Exterior Colour

Brilliant Silver

Mileage

30,600 miles

Multi award-winning prestige car dealership John Holland is excited to offer for sale this beautiful low
mileage example of a Mercedes-Benz SL320 2dr Auto that we have just taken in part exchange from a
local customers Mercedes Benz Collection, it has to be one of the best examples we have seen for a
while. Finished in Brilliant Silver with a Black Hood and Full Black Leather Upholstery and High Gloss Dark
Wood Interior Inlays. This truly cherished example comes with all the usual refinements you would expect
from a Mercedes, 17" 5 Arm Alloy Wheels on Dunlop Sport Max Tyres all round, Cruise Control, Climate
Control, Electric Mirrors, Electric Rollover Hoop, Sony Radio with CD Player, Headlamp Wash, Wind
Deflector, Stainless Entry Guards and Branded Luxury Carpet Mats. Also supplied with its original
Aluminium Colour Coded Hard Top, Warning Triangle and first Aid Kit. Originally supplied new by
Mercedes Benz of Chesterfield on the 01/08/98 and serviced at 5452 miles, 7151 miles at Jackson
Alexander Mercedes, 9625 miles at Charles Sydney Mercedes, again at 14546 miles, 15772 miles, 15974
miles, 25542 miles by local and Mercedes Specialist, and again at 29512 miles at Mercedes Benz of
Cheltenham and Gloucester. Complete with 2 keys, original hand books, wallet and folder with mots and
invoices. Again this is definitely one for the collection, cherished by its former keepers and not to confused
with inferior examples on the market today.This vehicle is located at our Cotswold branch, free national
deliver is available please call John Bennett on 01608698911 or 07400911911 for further information.
John Holland has been established for over 40 years supplying a premium level of service in the sale of
sports, prestige and collectors cars. We have a team of experienced buyers who hand pick our cars from
all parts of the UK so you can buy with confidence all vehicles are HPI Clear and prepared to the highest
standard.
Tel: +44 (0)114 2565040 John Holland, Meadowhall Riverside, Meadowhall Road, Sheffield, United Kingdom, S9 1BW.
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information above, however, errors may occur. Do not rely entirely on this information
but confirm with us about items which may affect your decision to purchase.

